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Executive Summary
A health record application for newcomers 
to share their medical history with clinical 
practitioners

• Reduction of errors

• Freedom of changing 
doctors

• Ability to share and follow up 
on previous cares

The goal of this Project is 
building a better medical 
service to distribute the people 
who needs medical attention 
and free up time and space in 
medical facilities.

By providing a handy health 
record and the ability to share 
with different vendors, the user 
can be sure of the practitioners 
judgment’s .

Objective Vission Mission
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Context 

Result of CCHS (Canadian community health survey) In 2019 and 2020, collecting the responses from half 
of population, 14.5% of Canadians aged 12 and older (roughly 4.6 million people) reported that they did not 
have a regular health care provider they see or talk to when they need care or advice for their health.

A need for a family doctor comes in a non-emergency situations. With keeping the benefits of family 
doctor services in, there are two issues here that is being demonstrated and described below. 

• First the hours that family doctor’s work is more limited than other emergency service providers like 
walk-in clinics

• Second the spaces for accepting new patients are limited

and last but not least, the patients who needs to change their doctors because of the location or other 
reasons are in this category.

Based on PHIP (Personal Health Information 
Protection) act, one of its purpose is:

 “To provide individuals with a right of access to 
personal health information about themselves, 
subject to limited and specific exceptions set out 
in this Act “

 The responsibility explained in this regulation 
is demonstrating the places, time and other 
specifies a practitioner as a custodian has. 

All the research are based on Ontario health 
care system. statistics demonstrates that people 
between ages 18 to 34  include 30% of the group 
without regular doctor.

Although our targeted group are newcomers and 
immigrants for promotional and marketing use 
but citizens are in need of fufilling the need for 
family doctor as statistc explained.     

01. Government Regulation 02. Business Location

Resources available by the Government

Medical Claims Electronic Data Transfer (MCEDT) is a secure transfer 
service with simple interface provided by the ministry of health for 
submit and retrieved files.

Below is the explanation of the needs for the business based on the space available in the market 
and Ontario health policy and regulations
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Time wasted on
non-medical tasks

Clinical 
documentation

Catch up the doctor
everytime

Time limit
emergency 

For practitioners assistance, 
handling the appointments, 
doctor’s referral, sometimes 
examination and blod test are 
simply a high focus hours of 
work. now imagin in middle 
of every thing a patient ask 
for their previous records or 
they have a problem with the 
specialist that they being direct 
to

Custodian of personal health 
information or Doctors are 
responsible for retaining, 
transferring and disposing in 
a secure manner as it’s been 
explained in PHIP act. So for 
them keeping track of these 
information cost money time 
and effort.

Roughly five million people 
are without a family doctor 
excluded new comers. New 
comers to Ontario usually goes 
to walk-in clinics when in need 
of medical attention but with 
all the moving and settling in a 
new country they might have 
to go back to their place of visit 
for collecting test results or 
prescription for moving forward 
with their treatments. 

Family doctor works as a 
primary health care provider for 
non-Emergency situations. in 
an emergency situation, they 
have to go to the walk-in clinic 
and request for a refill. in this 
process they have to explain 
their situation as well. 

What is?
Problem definition 
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What if?

• How might we help the people who are in need of medical care for 
longer period of time and it’s continuous process? 

• How might we help the clinics who have the responsibility of keeping 
patients record and offer them when needed?

By providing the customer the 
ability to have their examination 
results, referrals, claims and 
prescriptions; they can manage 
their health more efficiently and 
in the situation of talking to a 
new doctor the can manage 
to show their history by their 
phone.

They have all of their history 
in their pocket and the ability 
to share them when ever they 
want to.

For the privacy purposes, the 
users are in total control of 
the information being shared 
and they can delete a record 

if they want to. A newcomer 
with no insurance or secondary 
insurance can get appointments 
with clinical doctors and see 
specialists without having to 
call so many times or miss 
appointments with specialists 
because they simply didn’t 
answer their phones.

The concept is a medical 
platform for improving the 
communication between 
patients and walk-in clinic 
doctors. The objective is to ease 
the process of finding available 
doctors, recording the patient 
history, access to prescriptions 

and referrals appointments, 
and providing the billing for 
insurance claims.

The concept is to help 
newcomers in need of finding 
a family doctor, and be able to 
follow through to the end of 
the process in case of referring 
the patients to a specialist is 
needed. Navigating and making 
this process shorter is one other 
goal.
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Who are the users
Patient side:
For people who are seeking a new physician and have insurance barriers or even language 
barriers. This group can be categorized as immigrants to Ontario and newcomers.
For people who want to find a different physician, finding a clinic based on their urgency and 
the services they need, and location finding a suited clinic.
Doctor side:
Clinics with a really high volume of patients that had to reject new clients. These groups can 
expand their practice by efficiency in the appointment system.
Also, clinics with a really low volume of patients from the other spectrum. People can reach 
them with online and virtual sessions.

based on the percentage of private insurance, one out of three has private insurance. for 
these groups, having their reciept for insurance claims is important. because they don’t have 
the OHIP they are limited in places and doctors they can visit. having the ability to see walk-in 
clinic doctors without double checking for the insurance coverage is the feature for this 
group.
The new comers and immigrants most likly change their place of residence many times at 
first and they have to check their health like anyother people. having a health record in their 
pocket can be helpful.

PUBLIC
INSURANCE
01

UNINSURED
04

PRIVATE 
02

OTHER03

59%

1%

36%4%
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Expectations from the users

Imagin the story of a student from outside of the canada that has chronic illness that needs 
medical care till the day she died. Based on the drug regulation of the country she can only 
bring her medication for three month.
One month has passed and she starts to ask around how to see a doctor and how she can 
gave a blood test. 
- If this person had a tool that showed the doctors near her that accepts the private insurance 
of the school, wouldn’t that be something?
After going into a walk-in clinic and waiting for an hour to see a doctor and gave a blood test, 
she found out that she had to came back to the clinic one week after for the result.
- If this person could recieved her results online, wouldn’t she be happy?
when she gave the blood test she found out that she had to pay for the test and claim with 
the reciept later.
- if this person could access her payment online, wouldn’t she be thrilled?
Having a line of communication can help clinics and patients to reduce wasted time on paper 
works and be more efficient and cost saving.
Now imagin this student had the tool that gave her the information about the doctor she 
needed and send her the test results and the payment for insurance submition. she had 
done the task successfully and has her documents in her phone.
When she needs a refill she can show any doctor the results, without having to call the clinic 
and request for the records.

This story was all about our targeted users but there are other users that can benefit from a 
health record app. For example, seniors with knee issue that needs to see several doctors.
for them the app is intuitivly designed  with big texts so the can use the application easily 
and send their Scans and other documents to the doctors they want.   
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Methodology
Waterfall

Because the project is security sensitive, the waterfall method is

more suited so the MVP wouldn’t effect by the security issues. The

development would be complete in a way that the user testing

wouldn’t be affected by the users.

Competetive landscape
The existing platforms divisions into more than 4 main groups:

1. Providing online appointments for cold symptoms or mental health

issues

2. Identifying the symptoms and pairing patients with a specialist

3. Online or virtual connection with a family doctor

4. Showing wait time at every walk-in clinic

The reason for this app that distinguishes it from other platforms is first

pairing doctors based on the insurance and getting referrals without

having to go to a clinic. Providing medical records and text-based

connections with specialist clinics for referral appointments and other

inquiries.

Having a combination of good features of other platforms, plus a

follow-up service is the difference and the point for this project.         

Clinical payments 
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SWOT

Strenghts

- Teleclinic is 
ahead of it’s time

- offers many 
features in one 
place

- Security oriented

Weakness

 - limitation to offer 
doctors

- referral infomation 
only

- pdf formats for 
records

Opportunities

- just one competitor

- many services 
connected by APIs

 - broad user group

Threats

- security threats

- threat of customer 
not trusting the 
company
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Project phases

Timeline and detailed tasks
Based on the methodology of waterfall these steps would be complete sequentially 

Phase Description

 Initiation and 
Discovery

Do user research to help the team understand what the necessities 
of the users are. At the same time a competitive analysis will be 
created to understand the market.

 Definition Implement a project charter with all the information about the 
product and how the project is going to be developed. Create a 
SWOT analysis and a RACI chart to manage the team better. 

 Design Create different options for the design of the application. With the 
UI team define the color palette and the elements that will be used 
for the app.

Development Develop a prototype app and test it. Continue with the design and 
engineer required for the product. The UX/UI team and the front-end 
and back-end team members will be in charge of this part. Here the 
interface of the product will be developed in order that the clinical 
vendors can be connected with the app.  

Testing In this part the QA team will work on the testing of the app and 
security. They will ensure that everything in both parts work in 
a consistent way. By conducting a focus group with people that 
have issues with ongoing changes with the doctor and explaining 
from the start to each and anyone of them. The team will evaluate 
if the application and the APIs and security feature are responding 
correctly. 

Deploy and Maintain In this last phase the app will be launched and the marketing team 
will be in charge of the promotion of the product. The developers 
will be in charge of the maintenance and updates of the product. 

An over view of the timeline planned. For seeing the detail click the link below
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Phase Tasks Time/ Team

 Initiation and 
Discovery

Create the Project Charter  time: 

from june 1st

till july 31st

team:

Project manager

Strategist

Determine Stakeholders

Approval of Charter

Create a RACI & Gantt chart

Define Budget & Timeline

Communication plan (Scrum)

Formulate KPIs

 Definition Competitive and state analysis time: 

fromAug 1st

till oct 21st

team:

UX researcher

UX designer

User research

Personas

User journey

Propose solutions & plans report (Strategy)

Approval of Report

 Design Content Writing and Assembly time: 

from Oct 22

till Dec 30thteam:

UX/UI designer

Content writer

Low-fidelity scratch

Wireframe & prototype

Product UI design

Handoff 

Development Code developing time: 

from jan 1st

till june 31st

team:

front-end/ back-end

Quality control

Quality Assurance

Measure Key Performance Indicators

Revisit Project Management Plan

Testing Internal test time: 

July 1-31

team:

Product manager

front-end/ back-end

The second User research

Record Project Processes & Findings

Stakeholder feedback

Deploy and 
Maintain

Launch the product time: 

August 1-31

team:

Project manager

front-end/ back-end

Handover to marktet team

Hold campaigns

Monitor the data

Market report
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PLO, Dependency Evaluation
A - Create the 

Project Charter
2 3 3 Making a not complete charter sooner 

than it should

B A Create a RACI & 
Gantt chart

3 1 2 Confirmation from the team would take 
longer than it should

C A Define Budget & 
Timeline

3 2 2 Timeline approval with different teams 

D A Communication 
plan (Scrum)

3 2 2 Finding and fixing a time that is 
compatible to everybody's 

E F Formulate KPIs 3 1 2 Market complexity and newly 
technology 

F A Competitive and 
state analysis

4 2 3 Lack of resources and actions in market

G A User research 4 2 3 Ill-timed communication and hardship 
getting in contact with targeted group

H G Personas 1 1 1 Getting finished quicker because 
without much detailed due to poor user 
research information

I G User journey 2 1 1 Revising on the user research that might 
affect user journey 

J I,F Propose solutions 
& plans report 
(Strategy)

2 3 4 Delay in previous steps and changing 
the objectives and goals

K H Content Writing 
and Assembly

3 2 2 The volume of the contents and revising 

L K,J Low-fidelity 
scratch

2 1 1 Poorly done sketches that leads to 
confusion and redoing

M L Wireframe & 
prototype

4 2 3 Changing functional blocks and 
architecture

N M Product UI design 4 2 3 Heavy graphics plans and missing scrum 
meeting 
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O N Internal test 3 1 1 Iterative test backs without solving the 
real problem

P O,E Record Project 
Processes & 
Findings

3 4 5 Poorly done findings with not clear 
languages for stakeholders

Q P Market report 3 1 1 Analysis complications and making 
sense of the happenings

Risk assessment and management               

Risk Trigger Impact Probab

ility

Manage

ment

consequences Mitigation

Lack of 
resources 
and actions in 
market

New 
regulations

High Medium accept the whole 
project might got 
changed

Putting PM and 
developer on the 
project to see how 
much change is 
needed

Poor 
low-fidality 
and 
wireframe

unavailable 
targeted user

High Medium mitigate Going over 
budget and time 
because of the 
delay

Put UX researcher 
informed from the 
start so they can 
do some initials

Market 
complexity 
and newly 
technology

security in a 
large scale and 
compatible 
APIs

Medium Medium mitigate The result 
wouldn’t met the 
business goal

use international 
resources and 
knowledge 

Changing 
functional 
blocks and 
architecture

Not clear 
research and 
revising

Low High Avoid going over time 
because of lack 
of efficiency 

In design phase 
we plan to make 
sure of the 
usability

Iterative 
test backs 
without 
solving the 
real problem

getting 
married to the 
idea

Medium Low Avoid going over 
budget because 
on fixating on a 
wrong path

Plan ux researcher 
to go in usability 
testing with no 
attachment
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Product Budget

Below is a brief of budget based on phases of the projects and people envolved 

click here for more detaile

1. Initiation and Discovery

Fees: 37.200

Hours:560

2. Project Definition

Fees: 25.200

Hours: 560

3. Project Design

Fees: 15.200

Hours: 360

4. Project Development

Fees: 184.200

Hours: 3080

5. Project Testing

Fees: 10.800

Hours: 240

6. Project Deploy and Maintain

Fees: 20.400

Hours: 340

Total cost: 282.85 * 15 = 4242

Total FEE: 294,000

BUDGET NEEDED= 298,242 
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SMART GOAL
Business goal (SMART goal): 30.000 immigrants download the 
platform in one-year

Analytic plan: Measuring the number of downloads can show how 
much this product reached the targeted users who need to find 
a family doctor (from 200.000 newcomers every year coming just 
to Ontario the 15% of people seeking a doctor and securing their 
healthcare is a rate for one year after launch that can show our 
marketing and customer service was optimum)

KPIs Metric 1 Metric 2 Metric 3

Average handle time 
(for intuitive use)  on 
the first page of the 
app

Numbers of exits Numbers of backward 
looking

Average time spent

Daily traffic on the 
app

Number of visits Number of sign-ups Numbers of exits

Percentage of sharing 
the record

Numbers of successful 
share 

Numbers of exits Numbers of backward 
looking

Customer effort score( 
for measuring the 
need for the wait list 
family doctor)

Numbers of reaction 
to the notification

Numbers of exits Numbers of forward 
looking
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SEO

 The goal would be to get 30% of application Downloads from backlinks in the first three months.

Walk-in clinic most searched keyword for finding clinics location-based.

Family doctor the most complicated problem for targeted users.

Insurance Targeted users that would be directed to the school website

Virtual clinic a keyword that is become popular after the pandemic

keywords

Language Immigrants have language barriers and for some medical problems,

keyphrases

Promotions:

1. Partnering up with schools and their insurance, setting up a webinar for students to get to 
know the platform. 

2. Conversion: promoting a feature for compact clinics with popular and well-known doctors 
for getting notifications in case of opening spots and time slots.

o How can I find a family doctor near me: a specific search with a purpose. Directing the 
user to their location and to the deep link.

o Automated systems for clinics: For doctors and clinics searching for a better system 
to manage their business. Landing on the YouTube link and channel for connecting and 
understanding the process.

o Online appointment system for physician meetings: Again for doctors but specifically 
for appointment features

o How can I get a referral for doctors: students who have to reach firstly with a 
consultant and want to get directly to a specialist without going to a walk-in clinic. Getting 
the information from the school directory and website.

o Reducing costs of medical clinics: A general need for clinics especially the ones with 
fewer patients. They would find the information on the YouTube channel to get to the 
website. They can also find the information needed on Twitter
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Analytic Dashboard
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